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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/09/15  

Choppy action as US payrolls temporary pressure gold prices  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +4.20, SILVER -9.00, PLATINUM +1.60  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,211.25, +$4.75 from prior AM 
LME Copper Stocks 184,575 tons +8,250 tons Shanghai Weekly Copper stocks  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly lower during the overnight and initial 
morning hours, as they deciphered mixed economic data, geopolitical uncertainty in France and apprehension 
ahead of US Non-Farm Payrolls. The Japanese Nikkei finished marginally higher, with support coming from a 
strong showing on Wall Street during the previous session and prospects for more aggressive stimulus from the 
ECB. Overnight inflation data out of China was mixed and the Shanghai Composite showed negative reversal 
action in the session after a push into new high territory. This came with the index erasing a better than 3% gain 
late in the session, with weakness coming ahead of a fresh round of IPO's and uncertainty ahead of upcoming 
trade data over the weekend. European equity markets were lower, weighed down in part by disappointing 
German, French and UK industrial production figures. However, early downside was being limited on the latest 
ECB plans on a new $500 billion QE program. US equity markets were also under modest pressure this morning, 
with some uncertainty ahead of this morning's Non-Farm Payroll report. Expectations for the December payrolls 
have ticked higher this week after a supportive ADP report and modest declines in US initial jobless claims.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
All things considered, the bull camp has to come away from this week's US trading action emboldened, as initial 
pressure yesterday was rejected and gold managed to spend a lot of time in positive ground despite residual 
strength in the Dollar. While a second straight rise in equities provided some lift to gold prices yesterday, equities 
are starting out lower this morning to start. Overnight Indian officials have reiterated the decision to avoid further 
restrictions on gold imports but they have also launched into a campaign to convince individual investors to 
diversify into bank savings products. Gold should have seen some modest lift from positive Chinese gold demand 
projections into the Chinese New Year. Another potentially supportive development for gold came from news of a 
setback in gold production at a Chinese gold mine. For some, the gold market needs to see uncertainty rekindled 
from either falling oil prices, overt weakness in equities and/or fresh Russian turmoil, but we can't rule out gains in 
gold, silver, platinum and palladium in the wake of a broad-based improvement in global economic sentiment, in 
the wake of positive US payroll results. We would also suggest that the bull camp has done a fairly good job of 
shifting focus to embrace shifting bullish themes over the last two weeks. Unfortunately, gold and silver bulls will 
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probably have to face a final wave of currency adversity later today, as the trade might bid up Dollar through the 
US monthly Payroll results. In fact, seeing US Non-Farm Payrolls beat expectations ahead could send the Dollar 
into a blow-off top, and that in turn could temporarily knock gold and silver prices off balance.  

 

PLATINUM  
The PGM complex will probably be presented with a moderate fundamental decision today, as safe haven anxiety 
from falling oil and equities has moderated its influence and the world is looking ahead to US payroll figures, 
which in turn, could shore up global confidence. We suspect that the trade is poised to end the week on a more 
upbeat macroeconomic tilt than was seen at the start of the week, and that should allow platinum and palladium 
the chance for some upside work. A series of highs this week in April Platinum around $1,222.90 should leave a 
critical pivot point just above the current market. We can't rule out a near-term rise toward consolidation 
resistance of $1,250 in April Platinum, but that might require a positive Friday trade in equities and relative calm in 
energy prices. Palladium has underperformed relative to platinum this week, and the chart setup in platinum 
appears to favor the downside going into the last trading session of the week. However, spread players might 
decide to buy palladium and sell platinum on a spread today if they think the overall global economic outlook is 
set to improve going into next week.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
The path of least resistance might shift down in gold and silver through the US payroll report, as that report is 
likely to reduce overall market anxiety further and it might also fuel yet another sharp rise in the Dollar. However, 
gold is holding in positive ground this morning, in the face of a slight setback in the Dollar, weaker equities and 
minimal weakness in oil prices and therefore gold might be shifting its focus away from safe haven issues and 
toward physical commodity market developments. While we don't expect a large wash in gold off the payrolls this 
morning, further corrective action in February Gold down to consolidation support of $1,179 can't be ruled out. 
Consolidation support in March Silver is seen down at $16.01. If April Platinum can respect $1,214 going through 
the payrolls, it might finish the week with new highs for the move, as both platinum and palladium charts are 
showing signs of developing up-trends.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
01/09/15  
Initial weakness expected but a major spike low is possible  

 

GENERAL: The bull camp might have been emboldened by the attempt to rally 
in copper early Thursday, but the inability to hold those gains and the probe 
below technical support levels overnight suggests a major decision is possible in 
the market today. The bull camp in copper has to be a little discouraged by a 
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sharp single day build in LME copper stocks of 8,250 tons overnight but they also have to be discouraged by a 
lack of sustained buying interest in the wake of two days of noted gains in equities. Shanghai weekly copper 
stocks showed a minimal rise of 751 tons so the bear camp can't exactly trumpet softening demand from China. 
While US data and economic optimism is helping to support copper, Dollar strength, bearish chart action 
overnight and a whisper of a "risk off" vibe in global markets could leave copper under ongoing pressure. Keep in 
mind, that tonight's COT positioning reports will probably document a fresh record spec and fund short in copper, 
and those readings will probably understate the magnitude of the spec short.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
We think that the market will initially fail to hold support at $2.7480 especially through the US payroll reaction as 
the Dollar is likely to soar again. However, on a decline to fresh new lows in March Copper we still think that 
traders should be buyers as sub-$2.74 pricing just doesn't equate with an existing "record" net spec short, a 
600,000 ton 6-month decline in global copper exchange warehouse stocks and most importantly, in the face of a 
$60 a barrel 6-month slide in crude oil prices!  
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